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Abstract

Ž .The operation of batteries in hybrid electric vehicles HEVs involves unusual constraints not seen in other applications. This paper
reviews the specifications and operational requirements imposed on batteries due to the projected architectures for HEVs as defined by
the DOErPNGV Program. It also reviews the performance issues involved in battery HEV operation and surveys the strengths and
weaknesses of the candidate electrochemical technologies. Finally, battery designs are recommended for the two major projected HEV
applications, namely the so-called Afast-responseB and Aslow-responseB systems identified in the DOErPNGV Programme. q 2000
Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is fairly common knowledge what constitutes an
Ž .electric vehicle EV , but just what is a hybrid electric

vehicle, or HEV? In the simplest terms, this is a vehicle
with two discrete power sources, one generally being the
primary and the second the auxiliary. The primary power
source is usually a heat engine such as a diesel or turbine,
or even a small conventional internal-combustion engine
Ž .ICE ; conceivably, it could also be a fuel cell. The heat
engine is operated as much of the time as possible in its
zone of maximum efficiency, some roughly constant power
output level, thus minimising harmful gas and particulate
emissions. When more power is needed, the auxiliary
power source is called upon. This will be some type of

Ženergy-storage device, usually a battery but also possibly
.a flywheel or supercapacitor , that can furnish and absorb

high, short bursts of current. This is a so-called Apower-as-
sistB design, where the battery is relatively small and is
only used on a demand basis. An alternate configuration
involves a roughly equal sharing of power output by the

q This paper is abstracted from a report developed for and funded by
the Advanced Lead–Acid Battery Consortium, ALABC, as Project Num-
ber B-013.1, ABatteries for Hybrid Electric Vehicles — An OverviewB,
February, 1998. For details, contact Dr. Patrick Moseley, International
Lead Zinc Research Organisation, ILZRO, at 2525 Meridian Parkway,
Suite 100, P.O. Box 12036, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-2036,
USA.

) Tel.: q1-303-573-7402; fax: q1-303-573-7403.
Ž .E-mail address: nelson7402@aol.com R.F. Nelson .

primary and secondary sources, with the latter being used
more or less continuously; this is what is called a Adual-
modeB hybrid design. In terms of design space, these two
configurations lie between a pure heat-engine internal-

Ž .combustion engine vehicles ICEV and a ZEV electric
vehicle, as shown in Fig. 1. In both architectures, current is

Ž .drawn from the auxiliary battery power source for accel-
eration and hill-climbing events, as well as for restarting
the engine in city traffic. It also absorbs current during
regenerative-braking events, thus capturing this valuable
energy that is dissipated and lost in a conventional vehicle.
The typical HEV also has an electronic control module
that is necessary to coordinate the functioning of the two
power sources. The final pieces are sophisticated transmis-
sions andror electric motors used to drive the vehicle’s
wheels.

Hybrid-vehicle operation puts unique demands on the
battery when it operates as the auxiliary power source. In
order to optimise its operating life, the battery must spend
minimal time in overcharge andror overdischarge. HEV
batteries, in current designs, have voltages of 100–300 V,
or more. As noted above, the battery must be capable of
furnishing or absorbing large currents almost instanta-
neously while operating from a partial-state-of-charge
baseline of roughly 50%. As these batteries are large

Ž .arrays of series-linked also possibly paralleled cells or
modules, there may be significant thermal issues involved
in their operation in a vehicle. Between this and the
long-string battery configuration, individual cell balance
becomes a major issue. While each of these factors can be
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Fig. 1. Hybrid electric vehicle design spaces for power-assist and dual-
Ž .mode batteries relative to electric vehicles EV and internal-combustion

Ž .engine vehicles ICEV .

successfully addressed with the appropriate control sys-
tems, they must be minimised because it is envisioned that
these will be commercial vehicles, with cost being a
dominant issue. The above requirements impose a unique
duty cycle on the battery, one that is not likely to have
been seen in any other commercial application.

This paper will describe the HEV duty cycle in some
detail and outline the battery requirements that have been

Ž .set out by the US Department of Energy DOE for use in
Ž .the Partnership for a New Generation of Vehicle PNGV

Programme. The various aspects of performance required
from the battery will also be reviewed and each of the
candidate electrochemical couples will be assessed in light
of these requirements. Finally, generic battery guidelines
for designs of the two major architectures will be recom-
mended.

2. Discussion

2.1. Batteries in HEVs

2.1.1. The HEV duty cycle
Fig. 2 is a qualitative representation of battery perfor-

mance demands in a typical HEV duty cycle. The battery
Ž .is operated at a nominal state-of-charge SOC level near

50% so that it can deal with chargerdischarge current
Ž .surges without going into overcharge above ;80% SOC ,

Ž .deep discharge below ;20% SOC or overdischarge
Ž .below 0% SOC . Because these large current spikes will
have a great tendency to drive the battery high and low, a
realistic operating window for HEV operation is more like
30–70% SOC, as shown. If this is stretched a bit to
25–75%, it is seen that only about half of the battery’s
rated capacity is being used. Thus, the useful capacity of
an HEV battery is only one-half of the normal rated
capacity; which means that if A xB kW h is required for
HEV operation, a battery with A2 xB rated capacity must
be sized for the application. The nominal hybrid operating
level is chosen based upon the charge-delivery and
charge-acceptance characteristics of the electrochemistry

and battery type being used in the vehicle. If a battery is
stronger on discharge than on charge acceptance, a nomi-
nal level somewhat below 50% SOC would be used;
conversely, a level above 50% would be chosen if charge
acceptance were the stronger property.

The normal HEV operating range for the battery would
be about 10% SOC either side of this nominal level,
although unusually large current spikes could drive it
beyond this in either direction. This depends upon the
chemistry employed for the battery and its size, which will
be dictated by whether the vehicle design is Afast re-

Ž . ŽsponseB power-assist, or FR or Aslow responseB dual-
Ž . .mode pseudo-EV , or SR . Regenerative-braking current
Ž .surges charge tend to be of short duration and will follow

the braking pattern of the driver. Discharge events will
generally be longer, since they represent acceleration
andror hill-climbing events in the duty cycle. Again,
frequency and intensity will depend upon the driver’s
habits. There are also periods of time, possibly quite long,
where the battery is exercised at very low levels or not at

Ž .all; here, the primary power source heat engine is provid-
ing everything needed and the vehicle is either cruising or
idling. Moreover, in some designs the vehicle does not idle
but shuts off in stalled traffic or at lights and then starts up
again, thus requiring frequent battery restarts.

The vehicle control system must be able to sense the
SOC of the battery and then adjust it if it is getting too
close to one of the limit levels. Numerous braking events
will drive the battery to a high SOC, necessitating removal
of some energy from the battery for vehicle operation or
into an external device or source. Conversely, if the vehi-
cle undergoes excessive acceleration events or must climb
one or more long hills, the battery may be drained to a low
SOC. Here, primary-power-source energy can be used to
charge the battery back up to an acceptable SOC level. In
order to do any of this, the control system must have a
fairly accurate indication of the battery SOC, probably
within ;5%. This is one of the most difficult and impor-
tant issues in the operation of an HEV battery and it will
be discussed in a later section.

Fig. 2. State-of-charge considerations for battery operation in hybrid
electric vehicles.
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Table 1
PNGV energy storage system performance goals

Characteristics Units Fast response engine Slow response engine
minimum values minimum values

Ž .Pulse discharge power constant for 18 s kW 25 65
Ž . Ž .Peak regenerative pulse power kW 30 for 50 W h pulse 70 for 150 W h pulse

Žtrapezoidal pulse for 10 s for the
.specified pulse energy
ŽTotal available energy discharge kW h 0.3 3

.plus regenerative
Minimum round-trip efficiency % 90 95
Cycle life, for specified SOC increments cycles 200 K for 25 W h 120 K for 100 W h

50 K for 100 W h 20 K for 600 W h
y1Ž Ž .Maximum weight plus marginal increase kg 40 65 q10 kg kW h over 3 kW h

.per unit of energy)3 kW h
y1Ž Ž .Maximum volume plus marginal increase 1 32 40 q81 kW h over 3 kW h

.per unit of energy)3 kW h
Operating voltage limits vdc 300 min 300 min

400 max 400 max
Max allowable self-discharge rate W h per day 50 50
Operating temperature range 8C y40 to q52 y40 to q52

As with EV batteries, there is no such thing as a
AtypicalB duty cycle for an HEV battery. Standard test

Ž .regimes have been developed vide infra , but these only
crudely approximate what happens to the battery in an
HEV, as real driving patterns are very irregular. What
exists is similar to the FUDS cycle developed in the early
days of EV battery development and, as was the case for
FUDS, it is likely that the standard HEV cycle will be
modified, perhaps repeatedly, in the near future.

2.1.2. DOErPNGV HEV battery requirements
The US Department of Energy has addressed the antici-

pated duty cycle for HEV batteries and in 1994 issued a
list of battery specifications, given in Table 1, as part of

their program entitled AUS Hybrid Propulsion Systems
DevelopmentB. Separately, performance goals for the
PNGV program have been issued, as shown in Table 2.
The PNGV goals are identical to those given in Table 1 for
some categories but there are several performance areas
addressed by PNGV and not by DOE, and vice-versa. The
specifications address both FR and SR architectures and

Ž .various parameters are listed for AminimumB current
Ž .and, in the case of DOE, AdesiredB future levels. These

are for any energy-storage device, not just batteries, and
they are very stringent. These are now the existing specifi-
cations that must be met for any energy-storage device to

Žbe included in the DOE HEV program which is, in effect,
.the PNGV program . Following is a brief analysis of how

Table 2
DOE generic energy-storage requirements for hybrid vehicles

Characteristics Units Fast-response engine Slow-response engine

Minimum Desired Minimum Desired

Ž .Pulse discharge power constant for 18 s kW 25 40 65 80
Peak regenerative pulse power kW 30 60 to 110 70 150
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .trapezoidal pulse for 10 s for the for 50-W h pulse for 150-W h pulse for 150-W h pulse for 150-W h pulse

.specified pulse energy
ŽTotal available energy discharge kW h 0.3 0.5 to 0.75 3 3 to 8

.plus regenerative
Cycle life, for specified SOC increments cycles 200 K for 25 W h 300 K for 35 W h 120 K for 100 W h 300 K for 200 W h

50 K for 100 W h 100 K for 100 W h 20 K for 600 W h 100 K for 600 W h
Calendar life years 10 10 10 10

ŽMaximum weight plus marginal increase kg 40 35 65 50
y1 y1. Ž . Ž .per kW h for E)3 kW h q10 kg kW h q10 kg kW h

ŽMaximum volume plus marginal increase 1 32 25 40 40
y1 y1. Ž . Ž .per kW h for E)3 kW h q81 kW h q81 kW h

Maximum package height mm 150 150 150 150
Production cost, at 100,000 units per year US$ 300 200 500 500

y1 y1Ž Ž . Ž .plus marginal increase per kW h qUS$62.50 kW h qUS$62.50 kW h
.for E)3 kW h
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batteries in general might fare in meeting these require-
ments.

2.1.2.1. Power. In terms of chargerdischarge perfor-
mance, the essence of battery operation in HEVs is power
delivery and uptake. The pulsed-discharge power and re-
generative pulse-power AminimumB specifications are rea-
sonable for the battery sizes requested for both the FR and
SR designs. Because the batteries differ in Aavailable
capacityB by an order of magnitude, the requirements for
the FR battery appear to be considerably more stringent.
While technologies such as lead–acid and nickel–cadmium
Ž .NiCd can be expected to meet these standards with
commercial products, technologies such as nickel–metal

Ž . Ž .hydride NiMH , lithium ion Li-ion and lithium polymer
Ž .Li-polymer may have to depend upon non-standard prod-

Ž .ucts primarily thin-plate designs with higher associated
costs. The discharge requirements are at lower power

Ž . Ž .levels 25 and 65 kW but for longer duration 18 s
Ž . Žrelative to the charge levels 30 and 70 kW and time 10 s

.trapezoidal pulse . Different chemistries will have different
efficiencies on charge and discharge and so these require-
ments may result in operation at different nominal SOC
levels near, but not at, 50%. For example, both lead–acid
and NiCd have stronger discharge stabilities than for charge
and so they are more likely to be operated at a nominal
level below 50% SOC. Li-ion and Li-polymer, on the other
hand, will have high ohmic voltage drops and sloping
discharge curves while their charge-acceptance perfor-
mance may be somewhat better; thus, they may operate at
or above the 50% level.

2.1.2.2. A AÕailableB energy. The specifications for Atotal
available energyB can be misleading, as this refers to what
can be obtained from the batteries as they operate in
HEVs, between ;25% and 75% SOC. Unlike an EV
battery that can have its full capacity withdrawn each
cycle, an HEV battery has a capacity draw that ranges only
a few percent above and below the nominal operating level

Ž .which, itself, only moves ideally about 10% either side
of the battery baseline level of ;50% SOC. Thus, what is
AavailableB is only about one-half of the total battery
energy. This means that in looking at weights, volumes,
package heights and, particularly, cost, one needs to con-
sider the full battery capacity or energy, not just the
AavailableB value. The FR and SR designs require batter-
ies with AavailableB energies of 0.3 and 3 kW h, respec-
tively. Thus, the FR battery must have a total energy
content of ;0.6 kW h or more and the SR battery a total

Ž .energy of ;6 kW h, perhaps somehwat less vide infra .
Note that these are only the AminimumB values called for;
the AdesiredB values for the future are higher — at
reduced weights, volumes and costs! A further issue here
is the rate dependency of energy and capacity. Many
batteries have Ah ratings that only apply at low rates of
discharge, far below those used in HEV duty. Thus,

AavailableB energy for HEV use may be significantly less
than one-half of the low-rate capacity and so actual rated
battery capacity for the FR and SR designs may have to be
significantly higher than 0.6 and 6 kW h, respectively. The
added amount will depend upon the battery chemistry and
the design, with thin-plate versions having better retention
of low-rate capacity at higher dischargercharge currents
typical for HEV use. Again, this factor will make it even
more difficult to achieve the non-electrochemical goals for
PNGV.

2.1.2.3. Round-trip efficiency. To achieve optimal electro-
chemical performance and minimise ohmic heating, high
round-trip efficiencies are demanded. Even though HEV
duty cycles involve relatively high charge and discharge
currents, intended operation is within a SOC range where
neither deep discharge nor overcharge will impact nega-
tively on efficiencies. Assuming that these are coulombic

Ž .efficiencies i.e., A h inrA h out , battery thermal perfor-
mance will be largely a function of the relative impedance
levels for charge and discharge. Thin-plate valve-regulated

Ž .lead–acid VRLA batteries will do best due to their
minimal impedances, but NiCd, NiMH and even thin-plate
Li-ion will do reasonably well. Li-polymer, particularly at

Ž .low temperatures vide infra , will have more difficulty
with achieving 90% or 95% efficiency, but it may do so. If

Ž .this refers to energy efficiency W h inrW h out , then all
technologies except VRLA and, possibly, NiCd will have
great difficulty. Between their relatively high impedances
and sloping discharge curves due to limited electrolyte
diffusion, chemistries such as NiMH, Li-ion and Li-poly-
mer will not likely achieve the round-trip energy efficien-
cies required at the high current levels used in HEVs.

2.1.2.4. Cycle life. The HEV duty cycle is like no other
common application. Shallow cycling of 2–3% either side
of a nominal 50% SOC, with high-current spikes either
way, should result in very high cycle numbers compared to
conventional deep-discharge cycling. Thus, the DOEr
PNGV requirements are, on the surface, not unreasonable.
However, continuous operation in a partial-state-of-charge
may be damaging to a number of the battery chemistries
contemplated. VRLA batteries may suffer irreversible ca-
pacity decline due to the buildup of hard lead sulfate when
operated in extended PSOC operation. NiCd and, to a
lesser extent, NiMH batteries may experience the Amem-
ory effectB under these conditions. Such a duty cycle is
difficult to evaluate for the lithium-based technologies. If
the battery is held continuously in the 40–60% SOC range
cycling can be very efficient, as coulombic efficiencies are
high, with no overcharge and no deep discharge being
applied. However, some vehicle control strategies being
contemplated require a full recharge periodically, perhaps
even daily. This would present a very complicated duty
cycle and it is unlikely in this case that technologies such
as lead–acid could meet the cycle-life requirements.
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One rough example of this type of cycling in the
literature is a reference to a simulated HEV duty cycle of a
Bolder lead–acid single cell, where it was taken to 50%
SOC and then constant-current cycled about 3% either side
of that level, yielding about 42,000 cycles before failing
w x1 . It is interesting to note that the cycle life specification
for the SR battery is much less stringent, given that the
100 Wh SOC increment is for a much larger battery
Ž .several times the capacity of the FR product , giving a

Ž .correspondingly smaller depth-of-discharge DOD in cy-
cling. Moreover, fewer cycles are required in the Amini-
mumB specifications whereas in projected usage patterns it
is likely that the SR battery will be exercised more rigor-
ously than the FR unit in a power-assist mode.

2.1.2.5. Calendar life. Ten years is required in all cases;
this will be difficult or impossible for all existing battery
chemistries, particularly if one assumes continuous use
during this time. This is an ambitious goal, but it is one not
likely to be realised.

2.1.2.6. Weight and Õolume. Unlike EV batteries, weight
and volume are not specified stringently for HEVs by
DOErPNGV. For example, assuming that the FR product
must supply discharge and charge-acceptance power pulses
of 25 and 30 kW for 18 and 10 s, respectively, sustained
power levels of 625 and 750 W kgy1 are required for a
nominal 40 kg battery. Given that the FR product has a full
rated capacity of 600 W h and can weigh 40 kg and take
up a volume of 32 l, one calculates a specific energy of 15
W h kgy1 and an energy density of just under 19 W h ly1.
Thus, the power levels demanded are aggressive and dic-
tate the use of thin-plate cell designs with very high plate
surface areas for batteries. Fortunately, the energy require-
ments are very low, to the point where they may be met
even by non-electrochemical storage devices such as su-
percapacitors and flywheels. Clearly, these specifications
are written for a ApowerB battery that can involve ineffi-
cient designs in terms of energy content. In fact, the 600
Wh capacity inferred from the Atotal available energyB
specification is quite low and it is likely that a capacity in
the range of ;1.5 kW h would be easily achievable,
given the weights and volumes available. For applications
envisioned where the FR battery would be used exten-
sively in startrstop city traffic situations without the bene-
fit of recharge from the primary power source, this added
capacity may be necessary.

The SR product, on the other hand, is required to be
energy-intensive, with power demands comparable to those
for the FR unit. Using the DOErPNGV specifications
tables, one calculates a required specific energy of 63 W h
kgy1 and an energy density of 94 W h ly1. These numbers
seem easily achievable for technologies such as NiMH and
Li-ion, given values published for these technologies for
use in portable devices and even in electric vehicles.
However, in order to achieve the required power capabili-

y1 Ž .ties of ;600–800 W kg at 40–60% SOC , design
compromises must be carried out that reduce the Astan-
dardB low-rate energy values to levels at or below those
called for by DOErPNGV. Moreover, chemistries such as
VRLA and NiCd likely cannot meet the required specific
energy level of 63 W h kgy1 in any design. This may be
partially mitigated by the fact that the SR design will have
a wider operating window in terms of %SOC than the FR;
thus, the full rated capacity may need to be considerably
less than twice the available energy.

2.1.2.7. Maximum package height. The specification given
for both the FR and SR products — 150 mm, or ;60 —
may not seem that critical, but it adds another dimension
of restriction on the device designer, at least for traditional
battery technologies in the SR unit. Given that this is
specified as an ;350 Vr6 kW h unit overall, the battery
capacity required for the SR product would be ;17 A h.
In order to meet the stringent specific energyrspecific
power requirements, Ahead spaceB must be kept to a
minimum relative to the volume of the plate stack. This
implies a tall, thin design rather than the relatively short,
fat one dictated by the package height. Moreover, it is
likely that most of the HEV products utilizing the
chemistries available would be in a spiral-wound configu-
ration. For good heat dissipation, a taller, thinner cellrbat-
tery envelope may be desirable.

2.1.2.8. Operating Õoltage limits. For both the FR and SR
products, DOErPNGV specifies an operating range of
300–400 V, which implies an OCV of ;350 V at 50%
SOC. This allows for a 50 V swing either way during
operation and if one looks at nominal cell voltages for the
various battery chemistries it seems to be a reasonable
window, one that is necessary for compatibility with the
control system electronics. However, it must be kept in
mind that the power demands on the battery are relatively
high and each chemistry has some relative weakness in
terms of discharge and charge acceptance. Furthermore,
chemistries such as Li-ion and Li-polymer have steep

Ž .voltagerSOC slopes more so at low temperatures , so if
the SOC drifts to high or low values the battery may not
be able to stay within the 300–400 V limits. Also, individ-
ual cells may be at significantly higher or lower voltages
than the average and as they weaken from repeated over-
charge or deep discharge they will have a disproportionate
effect on the overall battery voltage. As will be seen later,
all of these factors can interact to result in a relatively

Ž .small usable SOC range or total available energy to
provide the power needed by the vehicle.

2.1.2.9. Self-discharge rate. It appears that this specifica-
tion — a maximum allowable self-discharge rate of 50 W

Ž .h per day for both FR and SR products — was written
for devices with very poor open-circuit-voltage stabilities.
In fact, it is so generous that batteries meeting this specifi-
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cation would not be practical in many Areal worldB scenar-
ios. Consider an FR battery with 600 W h of capacity to
begin with. When it is operated at its nominal 50% SOC it
now has an available capacity of 300 W h before it is
flattened. With a self-discharge rate of 50 W h per day it
would be dead in 6 days; within a day or two its perfor-
mance on discharge would be severely compromised. This
could be circumvented by starting the vehicle with the
primary power source and using it to bring the battery
capacity back up to the nominal 50% SOC level, but this
would be done under conditions of very poor efficiency
Ž .thus, high emissions levels and may be prohibited in
some areas. Chemistries such as lead–acid, NiMH and
Li-ion can suffer permanent losses of capacity when fully
discharged, particularly at elevated temperatures, so this is
a dangerous specification. Clearly, it is not as stringent for
the SR battery, as the same daily drain rate in W h is
specified for a considerably larger battery.

2.1.2.10. Operating temperature range. The range is the
same for both the FR and SR products, namely y40 to
q528C. This will present serious problems for all of the
common battery chemistries considered for HEV use. For
lead–acid, the upper limit is no problem, but at a 50%
SOC level the electrolyte would freeze at low tempera-
tures. This could be circumvented by bringing the battery
to a full state of charge after use, but this would have a
negative impact on life. For NiCd and NiMH, discharge
performance at the lower limit would be poor and at the
upper limit the charge acceptance would be minimal.
Current versions of Li-ion and Li-polymer batteries will
not operate at low temperatures. These problems may be
circumvented through the use of sophisticated thermal-
management systems, but these would raise the cost of the
battery system to unacceptable levels, certainly far beyond

Ž .those specified by DOErPNGV vide infra .

2.1.2.11. Cost. The cost levels given in Table 2 cannot be
achieved by any of the battery chemistries, given the
specialized nature of products required for HEV duty
cycles. One possible exception is lead–acid for the
AminimumB FR product, but even this is doubtful. All of
the other chemistries cannot meet the required cost levels
in currently available products and in most cases they
cannot meet them just on the basis of materials costs,
manufacturing and packaging aside. Associated charging
and thermal-management hardware makes the situation

Ž .more untenable in practical terms i.e., total vehicle costs .
In summary, the DOErPNGV specifications are unreal-

istic and inconsistent. Some available batteries can meet
some of the specifications but there is no current or
near-term battery that can meet all of them. Still, these are
good guidelines to drive the technologies forward, but it
appears that they are not completely realisitic, particularly
the AdesiredB values. It seems that existing batteries can
meet most of the requirements of the FR product, but

achieving the objectives set for the SR unit will be very
difficult.

2.1.3. Vehicle configurations
In order to better understand the role of batteries in

HEVs, it is useful to have a brief overview of the construc-
tion of these vehicles, in general terms. At the simplest
level, an HEV is a dual-power source, one primary and the
other secondary. Most, if not all, existing prototype HEVs
use some form of small heat engine for the primary source
Ža fuel energy-conversion device such as the traditional

.internal-combustion engine, ICE , although it could also be
w xa large battery or a fuel cell 2–4 . The secondary power

source is some form of energy-storage device that can
provide auxiliary power and take up regenerative-braking
energy on demand; while normally a rechargeable battery,
it could also be a flywheel or supercapacitor. Having such
a secondary power source on board allows the vehicle

Ždesigner to size and operate the primary device the source
.of emissions for optimal efficiency; this, coupled with the

ability to capture braking and deceleration energy, makes
HEVs potentially very efficient. The PNGV goal is to have
Aproduction-feasibleB mid-sized passenger vehicles that
achieve 100 miles per gallon with conventional fuels by
the year 2011.

Since the primary and secondary power sources are
interactive, an electronic control system is required in
order to optimise the performances of both devcies. Other
components such as a motorrgenerator, transmission and
one or more electric motors are not common to all HEVs
and will depend upon the configuration employed. Because
as much as 50% of vehicle power can be lost to air drag

w xand road friction 5 , research on aerodynamic designs and
low-rolling-resistance tires is also an important considera-
tion.

2.1.3.1. Seriesrparallel arrangements. How the primary
and secondary power sources are arranged can be put into
two general categories — series and parallel; common

Žversions of each there are a variety of different types for
.each are shown in simplified block diagram form in Fig.

3. In the parallel configuration, the primary heat-engine
shaft provides power directly to the drivetrain; relative to a
series HEV this heat engine is large, on the order of 70–80

ŽkW output for reference, 1 kWs1.33 hp, or 1 hps0.75
.kW , but it is small compared to the ICE in a conventional

w x Žvehicle 6 . A relatively small electric motor 20–40 kW
.output is in parallel with the primary power source and

will provide additional power for acceleration and hill
climbing when the demand exceeds the capability of the
heat engine operating in its zone of maximum efficiency.
Thus, the drivetrain receives primary mechanical power
from the heat engine, but for short periods it can operate

Ž .on electrical power from the batteryrmotor s alone, such
as in city traffic. Alternately, both can provide power

Ž .concurrently to the transmission andror electric motor s .
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Fig. 3. Block diagrams for parallel and series architecture of hybrid
electric vehicles.

Because the battery is relatively small it is worked heavily,
but not for a great deal of the time, and needs greater
power capabilities than the series battery, particularly when

Ž .it comes to regenerative-braking regen uptake. Interac-
tions between the two power sources are handled through
driver commands and the electronic control system.

In a series-configured HEV, the output of the heat
engine is converted to electrical energy through a genera-
tor which, either separately or jointly with a battery, will

Ž . w xpower the drivetrain transmission andror motors 6 .
Again, interaction of the two power sources is determined
by driver commands and an electronic control system, as
shown in Fig. 3. In the series system, the two power
sources can be sized similarly to the parallel hybrid, but it
is more common that the heat engine be smaller and the
battery larger; thus, in the 90–120 kW system above, the
heat engine and the battery may have power outputs in the
range of 45–60 kW each. While the battery is sized
considerably larger in a series HEV, it tends to be worked
more of the time, albeit at relatively small depths of
discharge compared to the battery in a parallel system.

2.1.3.2. Operating strategies. Whether the arrangement is
series or parallel, the general operating strategy for an

w xHEV may be represented as follows 7 , given for a
Ž .parallel power-assist FR in the DOErPNGV parlance

Žconfiguration. Because of low operating efficiencies and
. Žthus high emissions for the ICE considered here as a

.representative heat engine at low speedsrhigh torques, the
vehicle is initially brought up to some minimum speed by

Ž .the batteryrmotor i.e., an all-electric mode . At a speed
of, say, 10–15 km hy1, a clutch control is used to gradu-
ally bring in the ICE, adding its torque to that of the
electric motor. At higher, steady speeds, the battery is
disengaged and the ICE alone is used, operating in its zone
of optimal efficiency. If the battery needs to be recharged,
a small portion of the engine torque can be used to
produce current by the electric motor operating as a gener-
ator. If the output of the ICE, operating in this range of
optimal efficiency, is not sufficient for passing acceleration
andror hill climbing, the battery will be engaged by the
control system to provide the needed power. Because the
ICE is sized relatively large, it can normally provide all the
cruising power needed on the highway. For downhill driv-
ing or coming to a stop or slowdown, the engine may be
shut off, the clutch disconnected and a braking torque
applied by the electric motor operating as a generator, thus
charging the battery and stressing its charge-acceptance

Ž .capability vide infra . This would also be the general
sequence in stop-and-go city driving, with frequent stops
and startups. While shutting off the engine frequently in
traffic puts severe pressure on the small power-assist bat-
tery, it minimises the time that the ICE would operate at
low efficiency, thus keeping emissions low. This makes a
point for a higher-capacity FR battery, in the range of
1.5–3.0 kW h.

This is clearly just one mode of operation, but it does
give some idea of the operating strategy in an HEV,
including the demands put upon the battery. For the above

w xexample, it is estimated 7 that a 2.5 kW h battery would
be needed, particularly for city driving. This is consider-
ably larger than the 0.6 kW h FR unit capacity implied in

Ž .the DOErPNGV HEV specifications vide supra . Obvi-
ously, the greater the capacity of the battery the smaller the
impact of the load will be, but cost, volume and weight are
confounding factors. Cost is more or less linear with
battery output, as are weight and volume. Thus, a heavy,
costly battery carries significant penalties in a vehicle and,
in the extreme, becomes an EV. Conversely, it is not
obvious that minimal battery weight is always the best

w xapproach 8 . If the battery is too small, the vehicle has
little all-electric driving range, the battery will be severely

Ž .stressed and thus will have a shortened lifetime and
would not be effective in regen uptake. Also, the ICE
would have to operate for a larger percentage of the
driving time, some of this being at very low efficiencies.
Thus, a very small battery may result in greater fuel
consumption and higher emissions levels relative to the
same vehicle architecture with a battery of moderate size.
These points are summarized in Fig. 4, showing that, at
least in this series HEV, a battery of a moderate size yields

w xoptimal fuel efficiency 8 , even though the vehicle is
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Fig. 4. The influence of battery mass on fuel consumption in a series
hybrid electric vehicle.

carrying a greater battery load. The same argument can be
made for the above parallel scenario.

The HEV literature contains inconsistent and, some-
times, conflicting views on the relative merits of parallel
and series configurations. It appears to be the case that
parallel systems are superior in terms of fuel economy and

w x w xperformance 9,10 but inferior in terms of emissions 9 .
Cost appears to be greater for the series architecture by a

w xsignificant amount 11,12 , but both are likely to be more
expensive than a conventional ICE vehicle, at least in the

w xdrivetrains 11 . Higher efficiency in parallel operation
apparently comes largely from the primary power source
being applied directly to the drivetrain, while in the series
configuration there is a longer energy-conversion stream
due to the imposition of a generator following the ICE
w x9,12 . This generator also adds weight and cost, but the
series architecture allows for more efficient operation of
the ICE because of a more uniform sharing of the loads
with the battery. However, this more uniform sharing
means the battery, while large, is often used almost contin-
uously and the smaller ICE results in poorer highway

w x w xperformance 9 . One automaker 9 has estimated that the
parallel system offers some 10–30% advantage in perfor-
mance and 5–20% in fuel economy. On the other hand, the
larger battery in the series architecture confers several
distinct advantages, among these being a longer ZEV
range for city driving and a greater capability for capturing
regen energy. Clearly, there are many issues to consider
and it is likely that the various automakers will choose
different vehicle architectures.

( ) ( )2.1.3.3. Dual-mode SR and power-assist FR operation.
Ž .In the power-assist FR mode, the battery is called upon

intermittently to provide power to augment the output of
the heat engine and to take up regenerative braking and
deceleration energy. It is relatively small in size and
capacity and has a design optimised for power. Because it
is relatively small and the demands for charge acceptance
are greater than for discharge, it is likely to be operated at
a state of charge below the nominal 50% level. Thus,
all-electric driving range is severely restricted, particularly
in start–stop city driving in a passenger vehicle with air
conditioning. With a very small battery, this may not be
the preferred architecture for city driving. Given all of
these considerations, it appears that this battery would
ideally be sized in the range of 1.5–3.0 kW h, as noted,
primarily for regen uptake and all-electric start–stop city
driving. FR is generally, but not always, used in parallel
HEVs.

The dual-mode, or SR battery is larger and shares the
power load more evenly with the primary power source;
generally, it is about 1r5th to 1r3rd the size of a pure EV
battery for a correspondingly-sized vehicle. It is most often
used in a series configuration, as its large size and capacity
would be excessive in a parallel, power-assist vehicle
architecture. Being capable of providing substantial power
levels, the dual-mode battery allows for the use of a
smaller ICE that can be used for more of the driving time
in its zone of maximum efficiency, thus accounting for the
lower emissions levels for this type of system. The battery
is cycled more, but it is relatively large and, thus, the
cycling is shallow. A significant advantage is that one has

Ža much larger several times larger than the FR unit in the
.DOErPNGV specifications battery to capture essentially

the same amount of braking and deceleration energies, thus
allowing the battery to be operated at a higher nominal
SOC, giving it added discharge capacity. This is a good
configuration for city driving, allowing extended all-elec-
tric operation of some 15–30 miles with no use of the heat
engine, if required. However, as noted earlier, having the
two power sources in series and needing to convert the
ICE output to electrical energy with a generator adds
weight, complexity and cost, as well as reducing overall
efficiency. In highway driving, the battery might be used
continuously or almost so due to the relatively small power
output of the ICE, typically 45–60 kW. However, this can
be advantageous as it is a way to dissipate the buildup in
state of charge from the battery capturing braking and

Ž .deceleration downhill energy.

2.1.4. Thermal issues
Intrinsically tied to vehicle architecture and battery

design and performance, thermal management is an issue
of great importance in HEVs, perhaps not as significant as
in EV systems but important nevertheless. While the bat-

Ž .tery operates ideally in a region of minimal heat genera-
tion from overcharge and deep-discharge reaction en-
thalpies, i2 R heating is significant due to the high-current
pulses involved in HEV operation. Different battery
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chemistries will have varying requirements for thermal
management, from minimal for VRLA to extreme for
NiMH and Li-ion to critical for Li-polymer. Furthermore,
it will be more necessary for the SR battery system due to
the larger masses and smaller surface-area-to-volume ra-

Žtios, designs optimised for energy rather than power thus,
.higher impedances in thicker-plate designs and greater

usage patterns relative to the FR battery. As with EV
batteries, it is more important to have good thermal uni-
formity rather than a lower or higher nominal temperature
level.

In large arrays such as HEV batteries, uniformity be-
comes an issue just due to overall heat generation and
removal. Problems arise when some portions of the battery
are relatively cool and others relatively warm, if not hot;
this can lead to significant differences in both discharge

w xand charge-acceptance performance 13 for EV batteries.
Fortunately, the HEV application, while unusual in many
ways, does not, ideally, impose great thermal stress on a
battery system. The battery is normally not used continu-
ously and is ideally operated in a SOC range where it is
not likely to experience significant overcharge or overdis-
charge; this condition is more likely when relatively large
FR and SR batteries are used. Thus, ohmic heating is the
primary heat-generation source and so the battery chem-
istry used is important, as reflected by the nominal module
impedance.

This is not to say that thermal management is not
needed for HEV batteries. A 6 kW hr350 V SR battery
will have cells or modules of ;17 A h rated capacity.
These are substantial units that, in a large array, will not be
able to effectively dissipate even ohmic heating using only
radiation and convection — i.e., passive methods. Some
active cooling such as forced air or a heat-exchange blan-
ket will be needed, but not to the extreme measures
necessary for EV batteries. In addition, the presence of the
primary heat engine provides a significant heat source
which can be effectively utilised in cold climates to heat
not only the battery but the passenger compartment and for
chemistries requiring elevated temperatures such as Li-
polymer. Cooling and maintaining uniformity are the larger
issues.

A small power-assistrFR battery may not need any
thermal management, or at least nothing beyond a design
utilising air movement for heat removal and distribution.

ŽThese are low-capacity cells and modules typically 2–6 A
.h with high surface-area-to-volume ratios which facilitate

heat transfer out of the modules and the pack. These
modules will increase in temperature somewhat as they are
cycled, but they may reach steady-state levels that are
acceptable from a performancercycle life standpoint with-
out excessive thermal-management efforts, as shown in

w xFig. 5 14 . These two curves are simulations from thermal
modeling of cylindrical VRLA single cells during HEV-
GSFUDS continuous cycle testing. As can be seen, the
cells do reach elevated temperatures, but even the 5 A h

Fig. 5. Simulated temperature profiles for 1.2 A h and 5.0 A h cylindrical
VRLA cells resulting from modeling of heat production during HEV-
GSFUDS cycling.

cell reaches steady state at ;308C, easily a manageable
temperature. However, this must be considered a Abest
caseB scenario, as larger cells in full 300 Vq packs will
doubtless achieve higher temperatures.

As noted earlier, low- and high-temperature operation is
difficult or impossible for all of the common battery
chemistries considered for use in HEVs. Low-temperature
operation is poor in all cases and, for lead–acid, may be
impossible due to electrolyte freezing at the 50% SOC
level. This can be circumvented through the use of waste
heat from the ICE and by fully charging the battery at the

Ž .end of usage a realistic operating strategy . Given this,
freezing of the electrolyte would not occur except in the
most extreme of conditions. High-temperature operation,
on the other hand, is very good for lead–acid and is

Ž .necessary for Li-polymer ;808C and, to a lesser extent,
Li-ion due to their high solventrelectrolyte resistance val-
ues and low ion mobilities. Charge acceptance at elevated
temperatures is poor for NiCd and NiMH, making regen
and deceleration uptakes inefficient in hot conditions.

2.2. Battery performance issues

As noted earlier, the HEV application puts unique
demands on the battery energy-storage device used. Keep-
ing the battery at or near 50% SOC and then demanding
high-current events in either direction is unusual. Opera-
tion in large strings of up to ;250 cells and, possibly,
series–parallel arrays, introduces significant issues relating
to cell-to-cell uniformity, reliability of intercell connec-
tions and the like. Much of what is in this section is
speculative, as most of the performance areas considered
have not been tested thoroughly and significant amounts of
data do not exist in the literature. Still, this is at the heart
of considering the battery’s role in HEV design and perfor-
mance. Although the tenuous validity of the DOErPNGV
specifications has been highlighted, in some instances
these will be used as standards in evaluating performance,
as they are the most significant guidelines that exist.

2.2.1. Discharge
Discharge in an HEV application cannot be considered

in the traditional sense. Discharge spikes are intermittent
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Žand of intense amplitude as much as 30–40 times the
.rated capacities , but relatively small in terms of capacity

withdrawn from the battery. Thus, the depth of discharge
in AcyclingB is shallow, typically only ;2–3% either side
of a nominal SOC level near 50%. Voltage AstiffnessB
during discharge is important, as exhibited by thin-plate
VRLA and NiCd products, particularly for the power-assist
Ž .FR HEV architecture. The power-assist battery will be
designed with very thin plates, closely spaced and having
relatively large surface areas. Thus, current densities, even
during the high-current spikes experienced, are not great so
voltages remain fairly stable. The SR battery will be
optimised more for energy, so on a relative basis, com-
pared to the FR designs, current densities may be higher.
However, these are significantly larger batteries and the
loads imposed upon them are not proportional to the
greater kW h capacities. In evaluating battery technologies
for HEV applications, it is more useful to look at power
characteristics rather than the corresponding energy param-
eters because most of the discharge operations are done at
high current levels with small energy drains. Thus, proper-

Žties such as rated capacities which are usually taken at
.very low discharge rates are less important than the shape

Žof the Ragone plot in the high-power region i.e., high
.drain rates in considering the suitability of a particular

battery for HEV use. Beyond that, chargerdischarge per-
formance in the region of 50% SOC is of primary impor-
tance.

Discharge properties will be discussed in greater detail
in the sections on testing and evaluations of different
battery technologies.

2.2.2. Charge acceptance
Charge acceptance in an HEV duty cycle is, basically,

high-current partial recharging. During braking and decel-
eration events, valuable energy can be recaptured by the
battery system through the motorrgenerator. The primary
danger for the battery is that if it is in an elevated SOC
andror the current amplitude input is extremely high and
prolonged it can be driven into overcharge, possibly result-
ing in significant gas venting and heat generation. The
ability of a battery to accept charge is dependent upon the

Žchemistry involved, its design primarily plate surface area
. Ž .per A h of capacity , its size A h rating and its state of

charge when accepting current. Obviously, thin-plate bat-
teries will be better at charge acceptance than thicker-plate
designs, largely because for a given amount of charge the
current density will be lower and thus plate polarisation

Žlevels will be less. Size is obvious again relating to
.current density , but it is worth reiterating that the charge-

acceptance requirements on a FR HEV battery are much
more stringent than those of an SR product, since either, in
the same type of vehicle, will be required to capture
roughly the same energy amounts during operation. Thus,
fundamentally different designs are required.

Charge-acceptance capability, discharge capacity avail-
able and the nominal SOC chosen for a battery are inter-
twined and interdependent, along with the necessity for the
battery to stay within the nominal 300–400 V window
required by the control electronics system. Each battery
chemistry will have different requirements and perfor-
mance capabilities relating to these factors and so one
cannot specify a universal SOC level for operating all
battery chemistries. Table 3 illustrates this point for a
small, cylindrical-cell VRLA product which is subjected to

Ž .a ;5% charge input 200 A s for a 1.2 A h cell from
w xSOC levels between 40% and 60% 1 . Moreover, this is

done at different charge currents, with times adjusted so
that the charge input is held constant. The values in the

Žcenter of Table 3 are the cell voltages nominally ;2.05
.V at rest at the end of the charge steps. Without going

Žabove ;2.4 Vrcell necessary to keep the battery within
.the 300–400 V window , charge-acceptance power levels

y1 Žof ;650 W kg are demonstrated for a bare single
.cell . As can be seen, this particular product is sensitive to

the nominal SOC level chosen, since it shows good perfor-
mance at 40% SOC but poor voltage regulation at 60%
SOC. These data suggest that this product should be
operated at a nominal SOC level of 40–45% in order to
minimise overcharge and optimise energy capture. The
danger in operating at such a low SOC is that relatively
little discharge capacity is available. This could be particu-
larly problematic if such a battery, in a small kW h FR
package, were put into vehicles that spend much of their
time in city driving.

Another factor that can affect the choice of nominal
SOC level is the polarisation behaviour on charge and
discharge. For VRLA, the slope of the polarisation curve
Ž .voltage versus charge or discharge current is reported to

w xbe significantly greater for charge than for discharge 15 ,
as shown in Fig. 6. Thus, for a given current amplitude a
battery will be pushed to higher voltages on charge than to

Table 3
End-of-charge voltages for an ;5% charge-acceptance step from various
states of charge for a 1.2 A h VRLA cell
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Fig. 6. Charge and discharge polarisations from a nominal 50% state of
charge as a function of current level for 12 Vr16 A h VRLA batteries
with various positive-paste additives.

lower voltages on discharge. This greater inefficiency for
the charge process argues for operating lead–acid batteries
below a nominal 50% SOC level; other battery chemistries
will probably have significantly different chargerdis-
charge characteristics and these must be rigorously defined
for evaluation of their suitability for HEV use. For exam-
ple, the charge–dischargerpulsed-current curve for the
Ovonics Ni–MH battery has been shown to be symmetri-
cal, indicating superior charge-acceptance performance to

w xlead–acid 16 .

2.2.3. Partial-state-of-charge cycling
As noted in Section 2.1.2.5, the duty cycle for a battery

in an HEV is unusual in that it can be crudely charac-
terised as rapid shallow cycling either side of ;50%
SOC. Literature reports are sparse for cycle-life perfor-
mance by the different battery chemistries, but it is safe to
say that there will likely be significant differences in how
well they compare. DOE, through their INEEL facility,
have developed standardised cycle tests for FR and SR
batteries at a number of energy-extraction levels that repre-
sent the cycle-life values called out in the DOErPNGV
Performance Goals given in Tables 1 and 2. However, the
chargerdischarge profile developed is very simple and it is
questionable how accurately it reflects what a battery sees
in actual HEV use.

2.2.4. Performance in long stringsrmatrices
A key issue with HEV batteries, as with EV applica-

tions, is the performance of individual cells in long strings
and, possibly, series–parallel arrays. Fortunately, the HEV
duty is one which seldom requires full charge or complete

Ždischarge, so the usual problems with long strings elevated
charge voltagesrgassing, cell-to-cell imbalances, overdis-

.charge, etc. may be minimal. The major problems in HEV
batteries are likely to be cell failures, general reliability
and current distribution when multiple strings andror ma-
trices are involved.

As with EV batteries in single, long strings, catastrophic
cell failures cannot be tolerated, as one open cell will

render the battery useless. More moderate failures will
diminish the performance of the battery but, again due to
the nature of the hybrid duty cycle, they may not be as
critical as in EV batteries where full capacity may be
required every cycle. With the duty cycle being shallow
PSOC cycling near the mid-capacity level the strain on the
battery is minimal. This, of course, is counterbalanced by
the fact that many tens of thousands of such cycles are
required. The most notable failures will probably be re-
lated to the high-power chargerdischarge demands put on
the battery. Thus, defects such as loss of plate active
surface areas, corrosion of materials, electrolyte dryout,
intercell connection failures, cellrbattery overheating,
buildup of passivation layers — conditions that gradually
increase the battery’s impedance — will be significant. In
actual fact, it remains to be seen what the common failure
modes will be for HEV batteries, as little is available yet in
the open literature.

The paralleling of series strings is a risky and contro-
versial practice, but this will often be done out of necessity
in constructing large SR-type batteries where only low-
capacity cells or battery modules are available. Inequalities
in string impedances can result in uneven current distribu-
tion string-to-string which, in the extreme, can lead to
thermal runaway if sufficient charging current is available.
However, in an HEV battery, unless periodic full recharge
is required as part of the vehicle operating strategy, ther-
mal runaway is not likely to be a serious issue. An
expensive, but effective way to configure high-voltage
HEV batteries is to cross-matrix string-to-string at inter-
vals of anything from individual cells up to every 24 or 48
V, depending upon the size of the battery and the dis-

w xcharge rate 17 , using more frequent matrixing the higher
the chargerdischarge rates experienced in HEV operation.
For large arrays requiring high reliability, such as in
HEVs, series–parallel matrixing is highly recommended.
Thus, a completely failed cell will be isolated and current

w xwill continue to flow around it 1 . However, this imposes
a greater load on adjacent cells and they are thus likely to
fail sooner than they would have otherwise.

Failures aside, the remaining issue is current distribu-
tion among parallel strings during chargerdischarge events.
Even though these are short in duration, they are large in
magnitude and current will distribute among strings ac-

Žcording to their impedances all of this is not applicable to
.a single series-string battery . Fig. 7 shows data on a 4=4

Ž .16-cell test matrix of 1.2 A h VRLA cells subjected to a
Ž . w x300 A discharge nominally 75 A per string 18 . Currents

are recorded for each of the 16 cells throughout the
discharge, as shown, creating a surface going back-to-front
that illustrates the fairly uniform distribution of the current
load throughout the matrix until ;90% DOD, at which
point some cells fail and the stronger ones carry the bulk

Žof the load. While this current draw is quite high corre-
.sponding to a 100 kW discharge for a 330 V battery , it is

representative of what might be seen by the cells in a FR
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Fig. 7. Surface plot of the discharge current carried by each 1.2 A h cylindrical VRLA cell in a 4=4 series–parallel test matrix during a 300 A discharge.

battery in an HEV. As long as the battery is operated in the
30–70% SOC range, the breakdown seen toward the end
of discharge in Fig. 7 will not be a factor.

2.2.5. OÕerchargeroÕerdischarge
Due to the PSOC nature of the HEV duty cycle,

individual cells should not be overcharged or experience
Ž .overdischarge cell reversal in the extreme . However, this

is only true if the vehicle control system keeps the battery
in its prescribed range of SOC and if cell-to-cell imbal-
ances do not occur due to initial mismatching, manufactur-
ing defects or applications abuse such as large temperature
variations. Also, the method used to determine SOC must

Ž .be accurate see Section 2.2.7 . These are rather large
AifsB. Overcharge andror deep- and overdischarge of some
cells in very long strings on an occasional basis is alsmost
unavoidable, but as a battery ages it becomes more likely.
Most chemistries can tolerate moderate amounts of over-
charge and overdischarge, particularly the relatively short,
infrequent levels likely to be experienced in AnormalB
HEV operation. Battery management systems are available
that can AmoveB charge and discharge currents between
cells and modules during overcharge and deep discharge,
but they may be more difficult to use in an HEV battery
due to the PSOC operating mode.

2.2.6. Chargerdischarge efficiency
ŽChargerdischarge efficiency also called Around-trip

.energy efficiencyB will vary significantly with battery
design and cell electrochemistry. For a given battery it will
be optimal in the useful HEV 30–70% SOC range, but it
will degrade rapidly for any cells that go into overcharge

w xor overdischarge 19 . It can be defined in terms of either

coulombic or energy efficiency. For the former, it is
simply charge in and charge out, in units of current and
time. Unless a significant amount of charge or discharge
current goes into parasitic chemical processes or is dissi-
pated as heat, this factor is always close to unity. It will
never be exactly unity because the charge process for most
battery chemistries is inherently slightly less efficient than
discharge due to the higher energies associated with en-
ergy storage. As can be seen in Fig. 8 for a lead–acid

w xbattery 20 , this can vary with SOC and becomes severe
for charging into overcharge. However, in the normal HEV
operating window of 30–70% SOC the difference is fairly
constant and relatively small. Thus, coulombic efficiencies
are close to unity not only for lead–acid but also for the
other battery chemistries considered herein.

Fig. 8. Calculated resistances on charge and discharge as a function of
depth of discharge, taken from pulsed-current measurements. The arrows
designate the sequencing of DOD measurements.
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More meaningful comparisons can be made when con-
Ž .sidering the energy watt-hour, or W h efficiency, which

takes into account voltages as well as currents and thus
defines the electrochemical efficiency of a battery more
clearly, whether it be a reflection of the basic chemistry or
the cellrbattery design, or both. The DOErPNGV defini-
tion involving energy efficiency is as follows:

Watt-hours for discharge
Round-trip energy efficiencys

Watt-hours for charge

As can be seen in Table 1, the requirements are for
minimum efficiencies of 90% and 95% for the FR and SR

Ž .units, respectively. Since times and currents coulombs
are taken as being essentially equal in a Around tripB
scenario, the efficiency is dependent largely upon the
voltage stability of the battery when it is pulsed with high
currents in either direction. In simplest terms, the more
stable the voltages during the charge and discharge events
Ž .i.e., the less polarisation occurring , the higher the energy

w xefficiency. As noted earlier, due to ohmic 20 and polari-
w xsation 19 effects, the charging process is less efficient

than discharge, even in the 30–70% window where the
vast majority of the current goes into the primary
chargerdischarge reactions and very little into parasitic
processes.

Technically, the round-trip energy efficiency is deter-
mined by the battery voltage deflections from open circuit
when the battery is given high-power pulses in either
direction such as to bring it back, nominally, to its initial

Žstate i.e., coulombs inscoulombs out and initial OCVs
.final OCV . On discharge, the voltage on load will be less

than the nominal OCV; on charge it will be above it. The
ratio of the two voltages on load largely determines the
efficiency. Efficiencies will be relatively high at low
chargerdischarge rates and will become lower as the
battery is subjected to higher-power pulses. As long as the

Ž .battery is maintained in the PSOC HEV range ;30–70%
efficiencies will be optimal. Because the relative load

Ž .demands hence, current densities on the SR design are
lower than those for the FR unit, the efficiencies for the
former are expected to be higher and this is reflected in the
values stated in Tables 1 and 2. Thin-plate designs, which

Ž .also reduce current densities all other factors being equal ,
will also have relatively higher round-trip energy efficien-
cies compared to thicker-plate products.

The most significant factor impacting efficiencies is the
battery chemistry. Those chemistries with relatively flat
chargerdischarge curves will have high efficiencies; those
with sloping curves will have lower values. Thus, efficien-
cies will be good for chemistries such as lead–acid and
NiCd, moderate for NiMH and nickel–zinc and relatively
poor for the lithium-based technologies. As noted, this can
be overcome somewhat for the latter technologies by
employing thin-plate designs that will reduce ohmic and
polarisation effects.

2.2.7. SOC determinations
It is likely that the most critical aspect of battery

management in an HEV is the accurate monitoring and
adjustment of state of charge. The strategy adopted for the
detection and maintenance of SOC will determine not only
how long the battery will last, but also how well the
vehicle will operate. Because driving patterns can vary
greatly, simply letting the battery depend upon the amount

Ž .of accelerationrhill climbing discharge and brakingrde-
Ž .celeration regen charging that occurs will quickly take

the battery out of the desired 30–70% SOC window of
operation. When this happens, energy efficiency quickly
deteriorates and continued operation without tight control
will result in permanent battery damage due to overcharge
andror overdischarge.

In principle, the simplest way to measure SOC is
through OCV values, as OCV is roughly linear with
capacity for most battery chemistries. However, SOC de-
terminations in HEVs are likely to be dynamic in nature,
with measurements being taken during vehicle operation
with current flowing into or out of the battery. When there
are periods of operation where the battery is either quies-

Ž .cent on open circuit or experiencing low current draws or
inputs, it may be possible to use simple voltage measure-
ments to provide battery SOC with accuracy to within a
few percent.

w xAn example of this is shown in Fig. 9 1 , both for
OCVs and voltages under load. In this case, the load is in

Žthe form of 80 Ar5 s pulses representing a AhardB
acceleration of ;2 kW kgy1 for this VRLA cell; the

.arrow in the figure is where the voltage collapses on load
with intermittent rests of 250–400 s, but it could be any
type of reasonable load profile. Load voltages were taken
at the end of the discharge pulses and OCVs were at the
end of the rest periods, where the voltage rise rate was at
or below ;2 mV miny1. Throughout most of the SOC
range of interest there are roughly linear relationships of
the voltages with SOC. If greater accuracy is needed, this
can be provided by a curve-fitting exercise andror through
the use of Alook-upB tables. Using voltages is the easiest
way of determining SOC and it should be quite accurate
for chemistries such as Li-ion and Li-polymer, whose
voltagerSOC curves have much steeper slopes than those
for lead–acid or NiCd. The major problem is that the
measurements have to be valid and taking them properly
has to fit into the operating strategy of the vehicle.

If it has been determined that the SOC has deviated
significantly from its nominal value, say 45%, then the
vehicle-control electronics must make an adjustment by
either charging or discharging the battery. A small amount
of charging could easily be done off of the primary power
source through the motorrgenerator to raise the SOC level
in either a series or parallel architecture. For discharging in
a series configuration, the control system could just work
the battery harder for a short time to bring its SOC down
to the desired level; however, this may force the heat
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Voltages on load diamonds and open circuit squares as a function of state of charge for a 2 Vr1.2 A h cylindrical VRLA cell. The arrow
signifies voltage collapse.

engine to operate below its power output window of
optimal efficiency, thus increasing emissions. In a parallel
configuration, the battery would have to be capable of

Žcontributing a portion of the power at any time without
.accelerating or the electronics could be designed so it

could Adump offB some of its energy to a passive load.

2.2.8. Battery charging
The issue of battery charging is not of the magnitude

that it is with EV batteries, but it is still a concern for
HEVs and the chemistries envisioned to be utilised. On-
board charging during operation can be done by the pri-
mary power source as needed to keep the battery from
falling too low in SOC. The amount of regulation and
filtering required will depend upon the battery chemistry
and the charging strategy employed. If small, intermittent
charges are employed just to keep the battery within the
30–70% SOC window, then power quality is not a large

Žissue, even for a technology such as Li-ion and, presum-
.ably, Li-polymer , which normally requires very careful

voltage regulation. However, if periodic full charges are
required then the cost and complexity of the charging
system can become a major issue, less so for VRLA and
the nickel-based chemistries and more so for Li-ion and
Li-polymer.

A real advantage of using the heat engine for on-board
charging of VRLA batteries is that significant currents
would be available to effect fast charging, which has been
shown in the Advanced Lead–Acid Battery Consortium
Ž .ALABC Program to be beneficial in extending driving
range and lifetimes for these batteries. Both VRLA and
NiCd are advantageous in that, even for full charges, they
are capable of accepting high, relatively unregulated charg-
ing inputs for full recharges without undue damage.

As noted earlier, most of the candidate HEV battery
technologies have potential technical issues related to pro-
longed PSOC operation, in most cases resulting in a
significant loss of subsequent discharge capacity. This may
necessitate fairly frequent Atop upB charging of the HEV
battery, possibly as often as the end of each usage period,
particularly if the vehicle is not likely to be operated for
some time. Thus, an integral part of the vehicle operation
strategy may be full, or almost full, charging of the battery
at the end of the day. Depending upon the sophistication of

Žthe control electronics, it may be possible to do this with
.driver involvement with the vehicle. Otherwise, Aplug-inB

overnight charging would be employed. Fast charging in
the vehicle would be preferable for VRLA, but most of the
other candidate chemistries would probably be better served
using slow, low-current charging with a relatively high
level of voltage control.

2.2.9. Battery management requirements and handling
strategies

Management for an HEV battery will be different from
that in an EV in a number of ways. The central issue will
be keeping it at the proper SOC, regardless of the usage
pattern of the vehicle. This may be more easily accom-
plished for the SR-type battery due to its greater available
capacity for both discharge and regen. However, counter-
balancing this is the fact that the SR battery is likely to be
in use considerably more of the time than the FR type.
Considerable electronic intelligence will be required to
characterise the anticipated usage patterns of the vehicle as
closely as possible. Simply putting in a few commands
based upon occasional measurements of battery parameters

Ž .or using current integration A h inrA h out may lead to
disaster. A reference point such as 100% SOC when the
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vehicle is started up in the morning could be useful not
only for locking in on SOC, but it also would give the
driver ;50% of the battery’s rated capacity for all-electric
driving. For a 6 kW h SR battery, this could mean an
early-morning all-electric driving range of ;15 miles,
assuming a vehicle consumption rate of 200 W h per mile.
This added daily all-electric driving range andror credit
for Aplug-inB overnight charging would also increase the
rated fuel efficiency of the vehicle.

Thus, a typical battery management and handling strat-
egy could be something like the following. The battery has
either been brought up to ;100% SOC by in-vehicle or
overnight charging. If the battery is not fully charged, the

Želectronic control system records its OCV which is sta-
.bilised and thus AknowsB the SOC from reference to a

Alook-upB table that incorporates recent performance data.
It then informs the driver that A xB miles of all-electric
driving range is available and a decision must then be
made by either the driver or the control system whether to
go all-electric for a period of time to get the battery down
to its nominal SOC or operate the vehicle in the normal
mode where the driving load demand is shared with the

Žheat engine. After initial startup which is always done
.with the battery to minimise emissions , the control system

may decide to run the ICE at the low end of its optimal
efficiency window so that more power is drawn from the
battery. Either way, the battery is taken down to its
nominal SOC operating level by the control system having
removed a measured amount of capacity, probably by
simple coulomb counting. Once the battery is at the nomi-
nal SOC, the control system then may interrogate the

Ždriver as to the type of driving involved city, suburban,
.highway and it will then decide what strategy to use to

monitor and control the battery SOC.
As discussed in the previous section, simple OCV

measurements may not be acceptable, as the battery is
continuously subjected to small background load currents
with additional power events in either direction superim-
posed. Furthermore, if something like air conditioning is

Ž .being used in an all-electric zone city center this baseline
current could be quite high. It may be possible to program
the control system with a set of OCV Alook-upB tables for
each SOC, but a more accurate approach might be to
monitor high drive-cycle pulse currents and use these with
Alook-upB tables to dynamically determine the SOC. Alter-
nately, the vehicle electronics may be configured to apply
short, high-current pulses periodically in order to assess
the SOC through the measured load voltage. With proper
sophistication, the control system could generate a set of

Ž .response surfaces relating pulse currentrtime coulombs ,
measured voltage and SOC that could be periodically
updated as the battery ages. Throughout the drive cycle,
SOC AzeroingB could be carried out whenever there is a

Ž .period of inactivity errands, stoplights, etc . The OCVs
for thin-plate VRLA batteries are reported to stabilise in

w x;60 s at rest 1 , so every time the vehicle is dormant for

at least this period of time the OCVrSOC condition can
be assessed and, possibly, adjusted by the control system
during subsequent use. As noted earlier, if the SOC has
drifted out of the 30–70% window, the control system
must either activate charging from the ICErmotor-genera-
tor or initiate some Adumping offB of energy, perhaps to a
dummy load to generate usable waste heat. It is likely that
proper operation of the vehicle will require considerable
interaction between the control system and the driver; this
can no doubt be done with menus displayed on a screen in
the cab and a fairly simple set of decision algorithms.

All of the above is done keeping in mind the dual
primary requirements of an HEV, namely that the battery
be kept near its nominal operating SOC and the primary

Ž .power source ICE be operated as much of the time as
possible in its zone of maximum efficiency. Having done
this for most of the driving day, the control system and
driver must now decide on a AfinishingB strategy, primar-
ily whether to bring the battery to a full SOC with the ICE,
employ overnight charging or just keep it where it is in a
PSOC condition. This may also have been done during the
day if, for example, the vehicle was used to drive to work;
in this case, ICE charging may have been done to fully
charge the battery before the driver went in to work. The
obvious danger with this type of scenario is that the driver,
in wishing to optimise all-electric operation, may severely
shorten the life of the battery due to excessive overcharg-
ing.

2.2.10. HEV test protocols and requirements
As part of the DOErPNGV Programme, the testing of

HEV batteries is being addressed by DOE’s Idaho Na-
tional Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, INEEL
Ž .formerly INEL under the direction of Dr. Gary Hunt.
Standardised tests have been developed for both FR and
SR high-power batteries and other energy-storage devices
w x21 in order to determine their suitability for meeting the
DOErPNGV requirements given in Tables 1 and 2. The

w xcontents of this PNGV Test Manual 22 are discussed here
in some detail, as they are likely to become the standards
for evaluating the power capabilities of candidate HEV
batteries. Following are brief descriptions of some of the
more significant tests.

( )2.2.10.1. Pulse-power characterisation PPC profile. The
core activity in developing this testing programme was to
accurately define a simple chargerdischarge cycle that
would simulate, at least in a general sense, what the
battery might see in HEV operation. While it was ac-
knowledged that energy content is important in an HEV

Ž .battery particularly the SR version , the emphasis is on
power in order to represent the PNGV demand for specific
power levels of ;1 kW kgy1 or more. The result is the
PPC Test, shown in Fig. 10. The duty cycle for the SR
battery involves an 18-s discharge at ;65 kW, followed
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Fig. 10. Pulse-Power Characterisation Test profiles for candidate HEV
batteries. Upper curve is for slow response; lower curve is fast vs. slow
response.

by a rest period, followed by a 10-s step-wise regen
pulse-power event, for a total cycle time of 60 s. These
steps represent the chargerdischarge power requirements
set out by DOErPNGV. As shown in the lower curves in
Fig. 10, the profiles are identical in terms of the times for
each step, but the amplitudes of the peak-power pulses are
different. Even though the pulse amplitudes are greater for
the SR version, because of the large difference in battery
capacities the test is considerably more rigorous for the FR
battery.

2.2.10.2. Hybrid pulse-power capabilityrcharacterisation
( )HPPC test. The PPC profile is then run at 10% SOC
decremens in order to determine the pulse-power capabili-
ties of a battery as a function of depth of discharge; this
test is similar in concept to the USABC 30-s Peak-Power
Test for EV batteries. The PPC profile is first run on a
fully charged battery. A C-rate discharge is then carried
out to remove 10% of the battery’s capacity, taking it to
90% SOC. This is followed by a 1-h rest to allow the
system to stabilise. The PPC test is then run at this SOC

and at successively lower SOC levels until the full range is
covered. After each 10% SOC decrement, the battery is
fully recharged and then discharged to the next SOC level
to be tested. The test protocol is displayed in Fig. 11.
Results are interpreted using the PNGV 300–400 V operat-

Žing window for a full battery scaling down is done on a
proportional basis using module or single-cell voltages,

.rated capacities and plate surface areas . Only the power
delivered within this window is used to define the effective
operating SOC range for the battery being tested. Thus, at
high SOC values some of the regen power will be omitted
and at low SOC values some of the discharge power will
not be counted.

The battery is also characterised for charge and dis-
charge pulse resistancesrimpedances as a function of SOC.
Normally, throughout the HEV operating window of 30–
70% SOC both impedances are fairly constant and rela-

Ž .tively low see also Fig. 8 . Interestingly, the values
calculated in this Test Manual are counter to those in Fig.

w x8 20 , showing discharge resistances being greater than
Žthose on charge. These data open-circuit voltages and

.resistances are then used to calculate the power levels
Žobserved for the 18-s peak-power discharge step without
.falling below the 300 V PNGV minimum voltage and the

Žfirst 2-s peak-power regen step without exceeding the 400
.V PNGV upper operating limit . These power data points

Ž .are then plotted versus SOC or, conversely, %DOD and

Fig. 11. Hybrid Pulse-Power Characterisation Testing. Upper curve is the
beginning of the test sequence; lower curve is the complete test.
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the shapes of the two curves define a usable SOC range for
the battery where the voltages during the maximum FR

Ž . Ž .pulse discharge 25 kW and regen 30 kW steps do not
exceed the 300 and 400 V limits, the so-called Asweet
spotB. This is also the Atotal available energyB term shown
in Tables 1 and 2. This is shown graphically in Fig. 12,

w xtaken from a recent presentation by Fritz Kalhammer 23 .
For this idealized battery, the Aavailable energyB is, in-
deed, roughly 50% of the rated capacity. The flatter these

Žtwo curves i.e., the more power delivery and uptake are
.independent of SOC , the greater the usable capacity of the

battery. Conversely, for an inefficient battery the Atotal
available energyB may be a small fraction of the rated
discharge capacity. In earlier discussions, a value of 50%
was used; in fact, this may be unachievable for some
battery chemistries, in which case a larger battery will
have to be used to be able to support the high-power
chargerdischarge loads called out in the DOErPNGV
Performance Goals. As a Aknock-onB effect, this will
require greater weight, volume and cost values for the

Žcandidate battery chemistry. This test Pulse Power Capa-
Ž . .bility ASweet SpotB Plot , more than any other, will

define the efficiency of a battery, and thus its suitability,
for HEV use.

2.2.10.3. Life-cycle testing. The PPC profile is also used
for life-cycle testing, at different power levels to corre-
spond to the requirements in the DOErPNGV Specifica-

Ž .tions see Tables 1 and 2 . In order to satisfy the energy
requirements for each life test, power and time levels are
adjusted to keep the duty cycle at 60 s; in addition, the

Ž .cycling is run at a PSOC e.g., 50% and in order to keep it
Acharge neutralB a small recharge step is included at the
end of each duty cycle to bring the cellrbattery back to the
starting point. A reasonable ambient temperature is main-
tained throughout the test. Typical data are shown in Fig.
13 for several SR battery cycles and a single FR duty step.

Fig. 12. PNGV ASweet SpotB plot of battery peak power vs. state of
charge. The ASweet SpotB is the available energy range.

Fig. 13. DOErPNGV life-cycle testing for candidate HEV batteries.
Upper curve shows several slow-response cycles; lower curve shows one
fast-response cycle.

Cycling is continued until the cellrbattery voltage falls
outside of the allowed DOErPNGV voltage window
Ž .scaled to the voltage of the unit being tested . See the

w xINEEL Test Manual 22 for details.

2.2.10.4. Round-trip energy efficiency test. This parameter
can be easily determined at any point throughout life-cycle
tests by simply comparing the charge and energy removed
to those returned during any one of the test profiles. By
doing this every, say, 5000 cycles one has a clear picture
of how well or poorly the battery is maintaining its round-
trip coulombic andror energy efficiency. In order to use
duty cycles where the voltage and temperature of the
battery have stabilised, measurements are not done until
1–2 h into testing. Presumably, the battery is considered

Ž .failed when the efficiency falls below the 90% FR or
Ž .95% SR level given in the PNGV Specifications. How-

ever, in a practical sense the battery can continue to
operate, albeit at a reduced level of efficiency.

2.2.10.5. Operating set-point stability test. This test is
carried out to ensure that voltage stability is maintained by
the battery at the chosen SOC throughout life-cycle testing.
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The Aoperating set-pointB equates to the nominal HEV
operating SOC, usually at or near 50%. Typically, the
module being tested is taken to the target SOC and is
allowed to stabilise with a 1-h rest period. It is then
subjected to something like 100 duty-cycle profiles. Fol-
lowing another 1-h rest, the OCV is measured and com-
pared with the initial value.

2.2.10.6. Self-discharge, or stand loss, test. This test quan-
tifies short-term capacity losses at a 50% SOC as a result
of standing on open circuit. The battery is first taken down
to 1r2 capacity based upon the value obtained for a full

Ž .discharge i.e., 100% capacity . It is then allowed to stand
for 48 h to 1 week, at which point another discharge is
carried out to determine the remaining capacity. As noted

Žearlier, the specification for self-discharge 50 Wh per day
.for either a FR or SR battery appears to be excessive for

the FR battery, as it allows the loss of virtually all
remaining capacity in less than 1 week. Moreover, it is an
unreasonably high self-discharge rate for all of the
chemistries in consideration for HEV use.

2.2.10.7. Thermal-performance test. In this test, the PPC
Žprofile is carried out over a wide temperature range un-

.specified . It is done to characterise the battery perfor-
mance at various temperatures and thus to define the
effective operating range of a battery, with insufficient
heat dissipation and poor charge acceptance being the
upper limit and insufficient delivery of discharge capacity
being the lower limit. It is likely that different temperature
windows will be set for the various battery chemistries
considered as candidates for HEV use.

2.3. Candidate energy-storage technologies

The focus of this paper is the suitability of batteries for
HEV applications. In this section, various candidate bat-
tery chemistries will be surveyed. The battery chemistries
covered are those that might have the required power:en-
ergy balance, cycle life, etc. necessary for effective HEV
operation. Several pertinent performance characteristics for
each are reviewed, along with other key factors such as
safety, environmental concerns, recycling and cost.

2.3.1. VRLA technology
Because of its low cost, good performance and exten-

sive existing manufacturing facilities and infrastructure,
including recycling, lead–acid is a technology that must be
considered for HEV applications. It is currently available
in a wide variety of so-called AsealedB designs, similar to
product lines for sealed NiCd. These VRLA cells and
batteries are well-suited to HEV applications due to lead–
acid’s good energy:power balance. While the specific ener-
gies for VRLA batteries are typical for lead–acid, ranging
from ;30 to 40 W h kgy1, specific power levels are very
good, from a common value of ;150–200 W kgy1 for

many commercially available products up to values of 3.6
kW kgy1 and more for specialty ultrathin-plate Bolder

w xcells 1 , the latter at significant specific energy amounts.
Moreover, power output remains relatively constant as the
SOC varies from 100% to lower values so at 50% SOC
specific power levels of 200 W kgy1 or more are easily
achievable. VRLA can probably meet the AminimumB
DOErPNGV power requirements for either the FR or SR
architecture and specialty products can also demonstrate
the AdesiredB levels. In addition, the energy specifications
for the FR battery are achievable for VRLA but energy for

Ž y1 .the SR battery ;60 W h kg is a stretch for VRLA.
Overall, it appears to be an excellent candidate for the FR
battery, and in larger versions than that called out by
DOErPNGV, it can function well in the SR vehicle
architecture.

VRLA can meet many of the DOErPNGV Perfor-
mance Goals due to its generally good performance and
low cost. In the fully charged state, VRLA’s high-power,
low-temperature chargerdischarge capabilities are very
good. However, as noted earlier, at a 50% SOC the
reduced electrolyte strength makes the battery susceptible
to freezing, which would result in a drastic loss of perfor-
mance. This can be overcome by usage strategies and
thermal-management systems, but these will impact on
both life and cost. VRLA’s ability to operate effectively at
elevated temperatures up to the DOErPNGV limit of 528C
is superior to any of the other battery chemistries being
considered. Self-discharge performance is excellent, far
exceeding the DOErPNGV Goal. VRLA battery systems
with the required power and energy levels can be provided
for hybrid vehicles, particularly larger types such as trucks
and buses, but not while meeting the DOErPNGV Perfor-
mance Goals for total available energy, weight, volume
and package height.

Cycle life for VRLA, as for the other technologies, is
largely undefined but selected commercial and develop-
mental products should do well in PSOC cycling, particu-
larly with periodic full charges to control AhardB lead
sulphate buildup. Charge acceptance, while not as efficient

Ž .as for other technologies vide infra , should be acceptable
w xfor HEV use 1,19 . Round-trip energy efficiencies should

easily meet the DOErPNGV Goals, even for relatively
thick-plate VRLA products that might be used for SR
batteries. The cost targets, both current and projected,
should be easily met by VRLA. The calendar life of 10
years is difficult for this technology but may be offset by

Žits low cost. For some HEV batteries buses, trucks, some
.passenger vehicles , thermal management may not be nec-

essary because of relatively low impedances and enthalpic
heating levels. There are no significant safety or environ-

Ž .mental issues, the latter due to the high )95% recycling
rate for lead–acid batteries. As noted also, manufacturing
and infrastructure facilities are all in place.

In summary, VRLA designs should be excellent for
power-assist batteries due to the high power capabilities of
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lead–acid. It should also be an excellent SR candidate, but
not within the constraints of the DOErPNGV Performance
Goals, which it cannot meet. However, in larger sizes than
specified, it should function very well and with its low cost
and availability of support facilities, periodic servicing and
module replacement is less of a problem than for most of
the other technologies surveyed.

2.3.2. NiCd technology
Lead–acid and NiCd compete in a wide variety of

markets because, in many ways, their performance levels
are similar. NiCd is a good candidate technology for HEVs
and it is, in fact, being used in a number of hybrid bus

w xdevelopment programmes 24 . At this point, it is not
considered a candidate technology by DOE for the PNGV
programme, but due to its good power:energy ratio and
low-temperature performance it is included here.

NiCd batteries typically have specific energies of 40–50
W h kgy1 and specific power levels of 150–500 W kgy1.
Both flooded and sealed varieties are available, with the
sealed NiCd likely to be used in passenger HEVs. These
are thin-plate products that are well-suited to operation in
large arrays, although with a low 1.2 V cell voltage it
requires many cells to make a high-voltage HEV battery.

w xThe SAFT bus battery mentioned above 24 has a 100%
SOC 15-s specific power rating of 500 W kgy1 but, more

y1 Žimportant, a 50% SOC level of 350 W kg in a 35 W h
y1 .kg specific energy battery, the STX 600 . This is ade-

quate power and good, but not excellent, energy; both are
short of the DOE requirements but are very serviceable in
a hybrid bus. NiCd products have excellent low-tempera-
turerhigh-rate discharge performance and it may be able
to meet the DOE life-cycle goals. It has the best perfor-
mance at low temperatures of any of the battery chemistries
surveyed. Cycle-life values have to be qualified due to the
temperature sensitivity shown by NiCds, where lifetimes
are roughly halved in going from, for example, 308C to
408C. In addition, the discharge and end-of-charge periods
are highly exothermic for NiCd so this, combined with the
above-mentioned cycle-life issue, makes thermal manage-
ment imperative for NiCd. Round-trip energy efficiency is
poor for NiCds at even moderately elevated temperatures,
so many NiCd products may not meet the DOErPNGV
efficiency specifications. Operation in the upper tempera-

Ž .ture range specified up to 528C would be very difficult
for sealed NiCds and for flooded types due to poor charge
acceptance and frequent watering requirements, respec-
tively. Because HEV use involves shallow-discharge cy-
cling about some intermediate SOC level, poor perfor-
mance may result for sealed NiCds due to the Amemory
effectB. Most, if not all, of the NiCd batteries in develop-
mental HEVs are flooded versions that do not suffer from
AmemoryB problems.

Discharge performance in high-power situations would
not be as good as for some of the other candidate technolo-

Ž .gies vide infra , but the charge acceptance of NiCd in the
30–70% operating window for HEVs should be excellent.

Ž y1Initial cost for NiCd is high at best ;US$300 kW h ,
.probably closer to US$400–500 in most products , but

when the excellent cycle-life performance is taken into
Žaccount, the total life-cycle cost dollars per kW h per

.cycle is likely to be quite good. The overall cost of NiCd
is negatively impacted by the cost of recycling, which
currently ranges from ;US$0.75 lby1 to break even
Ž y1 .perhaps an average of US$0.25–0.40 lb , but as recy-
cling of NiCds becomes more common and volumes in-
crease this should improve. An area of uncertainty is the
environmental status of cadmium. It is classed as a car-
cinogen and there is presently a European Union Directive
to phase out the use of cadmium in industrial products by
the year 2008; however, this may be put off if viable
alternatives cannot be developed.

Like lead–acid, NiCd is a mature technology with
full-scale manufacturing facilities for a broad range of
product types. As noted earlier, it is being used in many
hybrid vehicle development programmes world-wide,
though most are in larger vehicles such as buses, where
low specific energy is not a deterrent to use. It should be

Ž .suitable as a power-assist FR battery, though not up to
the DOErPNGV power Performance Goals. Because of
the modest specific energy levels of 35–40 W h kgy1 seen
in high-power NiCd products, they would not meet the

Ž .DOErPNGV Performance Goals for the dual-mode SR
battery in terms of all-electric driving range. However,
from a practical, real-world standpoint NiCd must be
considered as a viable candidate for either the FR- or
SR-type batteries.

2.3.3. NiMH technology
This technology was developed in the late 1980srearly

1990s as a competitor to NiCd batteries in small portable
devices. It offered the promise of being a Adrop-inB alter-
native to NiCd, which was just coming under fire for
environmental reasons. It has the same nominal 1.2 cell
voltage as NiCd and, as it has developed, can deliver
significantly greater specific energy and energy density
levels in comparable packages. Thus, NiMH is attractive
as an HEV battery, particularly for the SR version. Differ-
ent developmental products suitable for HEVs have re-
cently been introduced by Varta and Ovonics and they and
SAFT are being funded by the DOErPNGV Programme.
Toyota is using a commercially available 6.25 A h cylin-
drical sealed NiMH D-size cell in its Prius HEV.

Many of the performance factors discussed above for
NiCd also apply to NiMH. However, the major area where
NiMH excels is in specific energy; typically, the best
commercially available sealed NiMH cells for small

Žportable devices the types that would be used in hybrid
. y1passenger vehicles are in the range of 80–90 W h kg .

In developing products for HEV use, where power capabil-
ities must be optimised somewhat at the expense of en-
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ergy, these specific energy values only drop to ;60–70
y1 w x w xW h kg for the Varta 25 and Ovonics 16,26 develop-

mental high-power batteries. SAFT has now developed a
comparable product. Specific-power levels of 500–1000 W
kgy1, even at 50% SOC, are quoted and it appears that the
charge-acceptance performance of the Ovonics battery is

w xsuperior to comparable VRLA products 16 . One concern
is that the specific energy levels quoted are at low dis-
charge rates and NiMH, more than NiCd, suffers a sharp
drop-off in specific energy at high power levels. Moreover,
in developing an Aultra-high-powerB cell for power-assist

ŽHEV operation presumably by going to extremely thin
. y1plates specific energy drops to ;40 W h kg at low

power levels of ;30–40 W kgy1 and ;22 W h kgy1 at
y1 Ž;800 W kg a representative operating level for a

. w xpower-assist FR battery 25 . This is still excellent, but
not as impressive as it first appears. Because of the
significant loss of voltage AstiffnessB for NiMH with
increasing power levels, these batteries may have difficulty
meeting the DOErPNGV Performance Goal of staying
within the 300–400 V window over a significant SOC
range during operation.

Performance at temperature extremes is weak for NiMH,
as it is for NiCd. The low-temperature performance of the
developmental thin-plate NiMH products is better than for
commercial products and is comparable to what NiCd can
do. At elevated temperatures, NiMH suffers from the same
cycle-life losses and lack of rechargeability as with NiCd;
operation at the DOErPNGV upper temperature limit of
528C is not likely to be impressive. These thin-plate,
high-surface-area cells are likely to have very poor self-
discharge performance and may not even meet the specifi-
cation of -50 W h per day. Moreover, NiMH cells
reportedly suffer permanent capacity loss if allowed to
self-discharge deeply andror be stored at elevated temper-
atures, both conditions likely to be experienced in HEV
applications. Because both discharge and recharge are
highly exothermic and impedances are relatively high,
thermal-management measures at least as stringent as those
necessary for NiCds may have to be included in NiMH
HEV battery packs in order to realise optimal performance
levels for this technology.

Environmental limitations are not well defined at this
time for NiMH batteries, but it appears that they will be
less rigorous than those for NiCd. Recycling technology is
not currently available but it should be amenable to devel-
opment. The biggest single drawback to NiMH is cost. In
standard small-cell, sealed commercial products, they cost
up to twice as much as NiCd cells. In the developmental
HEV products described above the costs are likely on the
order of US$2000–3000 kW hy1. It is unlikely that the
NiMH battery manufacturers will ever be able to meet the
DOErPNGV cost goals, as these are lower than the
current materials costs for these batteries. Apart from the
manufacturers themselves, cost estimates for NiMH EV
batteries have been set at US$220–500 kW hy1, and that

w xis for future large-scale production 27 . Thin-plate HEV
products are likely to be even more expensive. However,
products will come down in cost with higher volumes and
greater manufacturing experience and the current use in
the Toyota Prius will give some indication of NiMH
commercial viability.

Overall, this is an attractive candidate for the dual-mode
Ž . w xSR HEV battery. A bipolar NiMH product 28 has been
developed for this purpose. Because this will be a rela-
tively large battery, the energy drain rates will be moderate
and it will be able to furnish good power:energy balance

Ž .and charge acceptance regen at these discharge rates. It is
Ž .not as suitable for the power-assist FR architecture unless

Ž .an oversized battery 2–3 kW h is used to provide a
Žsignificant all-electric driving range this would also be the

.case for VRLA and NiCd . NiMH appears to be the
preferred near-term candidate for DOErPNGV vehicle
development.

2.3.4. Ni–Zn technology
Nickel–zinc is a technology that has been languishing

in development for at least the last 20–30 years. This is an
alkaline system similar to NiCd and NiMH, using the same
nickel cathode but combined with a zinc metal anode. The
zinc anode significantly reduces environmental and cost
issues, but it introduces a couple of serious technical
problems.

The lure of Ni–Zn is that it offers good specific energy
Ž y1 . Ž60–80 W h kg and specific power typically 200–300

y1 .W kg , but possibly up to 600 in thin-plate designs with
good cycle life and at an optimistic eventual cost of
US$70–100 kW hy1. The major technical problems are
shape changes and dendrite formation associated with the
zinc anode. This has been moderated somewhat by heavily
overbuilding the zinc anode and using buffered alkaline
electrolytes, and more recently by adding large amounts of
calcium and cadmium. Because of these issues, it would be
difficult to build a thin-plate Ni–Zn product for HEV
applications, particularly power assist. The Ni–Zn dis-
charge curve has a steep slope, particularly at high dis-
charge rates, so it is unlikely that existing Ni–Zn batteries
could meet the DOErPNGV power and voltage-window
targets.

2.3.5. Li-ion technology
A few years ago, Li-ion would not have been consid-

ered as a candidate battery for HEVs by most technolo-
gists. However, its rapid development in small, cylindrical
sizes for various portable devices has pushed it ahead in
consideration for other uses. These products are rated at up
to 125 W h kgy1 and estimates on the practical upper limit
for specific energy range from 150–180 W h kgy1. More
recently, it has been developed in prismatic envelopes with
capacities of up to 100 A h and it is being applied to EV

w xand HEV products by SonyrNissan 29 . The EV module
is an 8-cell unit, 28.8 Vr100 A h weighing 29 kg and
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having a specific energy of 100 W h kgy1 and a cycle life
w xin excess of 1200 29 . Other manufacturers have also

developed cell sizes up to 100 A h so, from the standpoint
of usable batteries realistically being available, Li-ion is
viable.

The fundamental attribute that makes Li-ion so attrac-
tive for both EV and HEV use is its outstanding specific
energy. While the SonyrNissan EV battery is rated at 100
W h kgy1, because of design compromises necessary to

Žachieve high power delivery levels primarily going to
.much thinner plates , the HEV battery is rated at 62 W h

y1 w xkg at the C-rate of discharge 29 , still an impressive
energy content. When this is done, a specific power level
of 1000–1200 W kgy1 at 50% SOC is also achieved.
Thus, power output can be raised significantly at the
expense of energy, but with so much energy available the
resultant product still has an excellent energy power bal-
ance for HEV applications.

These outstanding power and energy figures are coun-
terbalanced by a number of limitations similar in nature to
those cited for NiCd and NiMH above. It is not a good
high-temperature battery, generally being limited to 458C
or less, above which cycle life decreases drastically. At
low temperatures, the chargerdischarge performance is
poor due to high cell impedance and the low conductivity
of the organic solventrelectrolyte system. The high
impedance also creates large voltage drops at high dis-

Žcharge currents although this is less of a problem with the
.SonyrNissan thin-plate products and this, combined with

the pronounced slope of the voltage–time curve at high
currents, will make it difficult to keep this battery within
the DOErPNGV 300–400 V performance window.

w xCharge-acceptance is good, though 29 , so it may be
possible to operate the battery at a somewhat elevated

Ž .SOC 55–60% in order to minimise the impact of rela-
tively poor high-power discharge performance. The self-
discharge rate is lower than for NiCd and NiMH but
Li-ion, like NiMH, can suffer irreversible capacity loss if
the battery is allowed to discharge too low andror if it is
stored fully charged at elevated temperatures. Also, the
thermal characteristics are such that Li-ion will almost
certainly require some form of thermal management equip-
ment. Single cells show a temperature rise of ;148C

Ž .when subjected to a 180 A ;8 C rate discharge lasting
for ;400 s. This is an excellent high-rate energy reten-
tion, in excess of 80%, but the temperature rise is signifi-
cant. However, this is a full discharge, which will not be
done in HEV usage. Round-trip energy efficiency is better

w xthan expected 29 , but not good enough to meet the
DOErPNGV Performance Goals except at very low cur-
rent levels.

The biggest drawbacks to Li-ion are the complexity of
charging and safety. Individual cell chargerdischarge con-
trol is required to ensure that no cell is heavily over-
charged or overdischarged. In particular, overcharge is
damaging to the cell, as it tends to de-lithiate the cathode

and electrolyte and plate excess lithium metal on the anode
Ž .an obvious safety factor . The de-lithiated cathode can
undergo phase changes that radically affect its ability to
intercalate lithium, thus lowering capacity and cycle life.
The charge voltage on every cell in the battery must be
limited to 4.20 V; going above that initiates the above
overcharge scenario. On the other hand, if the charge
voltage is even slightly below 4.20 V the cell is under-
charged and thus loses discharge capacity. In HEV use,
however, where the battery is kept at a partial-state-of-
charge where this is not likely to occur, charging may not
be so critical. Still, even with a cell voltage of 3.6–4.0, an
HEV battery will be comprised of many cells and thus
cell-to-cell balance must be excellent to prevent over-
charge and overdischarge, particularly as the battery ages
andror temperature and vehicle demand extremes are ex-
perienced. It is, thus, likely that the charger will be fairly
sophisticated and will add considerable cost to the system.

A greater consideration is safety issues that may arise if
and when a charger component fails. Li-ion cells have
redundant safety features to deal with high heat andror
pressure and this adds cost to the product. In addition,
some of the safety features such as a safety valve and a
thermal-breakdown separator are irreversible, i.e., they
result in an AopenB cell that would shut down an entire
HEV battery unless a series–parallel matrix construction
were used. The major sources of safety concerns are
having a significant amount of lithium metal in one or
more cells due to excessive overcharge and flammability
of the non-aqueous solvent used. The former can result in
thermal runaway, cell rupture and fire. The latter could be
a hazard in the event of an accident in terms of toxicity
even if researchers accomplish an ongoing objective to
develop a fire-retardant Li-ion solvent.

Cost is difficult to estimate at this time. Small commer-
cial Li-ion cells are selling for US$1–2 W hy1 and it is
felt that even this may be at a loss due to high manufactur-
ing scrap levels. The SonyrNissan EV and HEV batteries
are probably in the range of US$3000–4000 kW hy1

when chargers, thermal management and packaging costs
are factored in. This type of battery will likely never meet
the DOErPNGV cost goals, but it is likely to be heavily
funded for HEV development due to its attractive energy
and power values.

In addition to Sony, Varta, SAFT and Polystor are
being funded by the DOErPNGV HEV programme to
develop Li-ion technology. SAFT has demonstrated a spe-
cific power of 1200 W kgy1 with 45 W h kgy1 at the

w xsingle-cell level 30 and Varta has reported similar figures
w xfor products developed for HEV use 25 . As research

efforts in this area are intense, better performance values
have no doubt been achieved as of this writing.

2.3.6. Li-polymer technology
A potential improvement on the Li-ion cell is one where

the non-aqueous organic carbonaterlithium salt liquid
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electrolyte is replaced by one that is in the form of a gel or
Ž .polymer a so-called Asolid polymer electrolyteB, or SPE

w x31 . This would reduce the tendency for the liquid solvent
of a Li-ion cell to undergo the slow decomposition it
experiences by reacting with the highly oxidising lithium
metal oxide cathodes; it would also reduce manufacturing

Ž .complexity and, presumably, cost by allowing the use of
commonly available roll-to-roll technology. It should also,
in principle, overcome the relatively high impedances of
Li-ion products by going to very thin plates and separators
with huge active surface areas, thus also achieving superior
high-rate power capabilities. These high surface areas also
reduce the safety issues of lithium-foil anodes by lowering
current densities on charge, which normally lead to lithium
dendrites. The plates and separator are, indeed, very thin;

w xthe 3 MrHydro-Quebec Li-polymer design 32 shows a
total plate stack thickness of only 100 mm. Apart from the

Ždangers inherent in having lithium–metal foil anodes this
can be circumvented by designing a lithium-ion polymer

.cell , the SPE has even poorer conductivity than the Li-ion
organic carbonaterelectrolytes by at least two orders of
magnitude and so the gains in going to ultra-high active
surfaces is partially lost. Moreover, the SPE film does not
really bond to either electrode, so there are significant
interfacial effects. Because of this, many of these products

Žhave to be operated at elevated temperatures 808C or
.more in order to realise good power delivery at high

currents.
The promise of a low manufacturing cost makes the

Li-polymer system attractive for HEV use, but the techni-
cal limitations are likely to result in performance well
short of that of Li-ion for the near term; moreover, designs
using lithium metal will probably not be acceptable. The
fundamental problem of high SPE impedance may be
solved in the future, but right now these batteries, in an
HEV, would have to be operated at elevated temperatures
in order to realise reasonable conductivities, which drop
sharply below ;658C. This technology, like Li-ion, is
being developed actively for DOErPNGV, but it will
require several technical breakthroughs to become com-
mercially viable.

2.4. Battery designs for HEVs

The DOErPNGV guidelines will likely guide HEV
development in the U.S. for the next decade or two and it
is likely that the battery choice for near-term development
will be NiMH and for the longer term it will be Li-ion.
Having said this, it is not likely that either technology will
meet all of the Performance Goals set out, but these will

Žlikely be modified or abandoned as was done in the
.USABC EV Programme as a matter of expendiency at

some point. In other parts of the world, automakers will
likely develop more practical vehicles that are not con-
strained by the tight requirements of the DOErPNGV
Performance Goals. This has already begun, as hybrid

passenger vehicles from not only the Big Three but also
Nissan, Toyota, Honda, Renault, BMW and Audi — just
to name a few — are in the late stages of development or
are commercially available. These first vehicles will use
VRLA, NiCd and NiMH batteries that do not meet the
DOErPNGV Goals but function quite well in their respec-

w xtive vehicles 33,34 .
From a battery standpoint, the key technical design

issues for HEV development are the energy:power balance
and the sizerweight. Ultimately, requirements for auxil-
iary components such as chargers and thermal manage-
ment hardware and overall cost will be of paramount
importance. Size and weight are not nearly as critical in
HEVs as in EV designs, due to the presence of the primary
power source. In an EV, weight, in particular, matters
greatly because the battery is carrying itself about and this
directly reduces efficiency. In an HEV it is a bit more
complicated, because the size and design of the battery can
have a large impact on the performance and efficiency of
the heat engine, as shown conceptually in Fig. 4. More-
over, the battery is relatively small and it is being Acar-
riedB by the more efficient heat engine for much of the
time. It appears that, at least for the FR design, DOEr
PNGV has pushed the size and weight down to a point

Žwhere the battery has to work too hard with resultant
.shortened life andror the heat engine has to function too

Žmuch of the time thus reducing efficiency and increasing
.emissions . This statement is predicated on the assumption

that the Atotal available energyB in Tables 1 and 2 and in
Fig. 12 is about one-half that of the battery as a whole. If it

Žwere only 20–30% of the total which may be the case for
.some candidate battery chemistries a larger battery would

be called out but, then, it would be difficult or impossible
to achieve the size, weight and cost goals and the battery
efficiency would be poor. For the SR architecture, a larger
battery is, indeed, called out and it appears that it is sized
correctly for such use. However, the size, weight and cost
constraints are severe.

The energy:power balance is not skewed toward power
as much as might be assumed. Power is clearly more
important for the FR battery, but significant energy will
also be required for all-electric operation in inner-city and
stop-and-go driving. The specific energy of the SR battery

Žmust be greater than that for the FR and is high enough to
.eliminate battery technologies such as VRLA and NiCd ,

but roughly the same power levels must be available from
both designs. As has been noted, battery design always
involves compromises between energy and power outputs.
If energy is optimised power is reduced — and vice-versa.
Therefore, it is likely that the general designs for the FR
and SR batteries will be quite different. They may also be
different technologies at the end of the day when cost,

Žsafety, environmental and recycling issues factors which
.are given little weight during development come into

play. Given this, the following speculations on possible
battery designs may be useful.
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2.4.1. The power-assist, or FR battery design
In general terms, this is a relatively small battery with

an energy:power balance skewed toward power. It is cou-
Žpled with a relatively large heat engine see Section

.2.1.3.1 . It provides auxiliary power when the demand for
driving exceeds the output of the heat engine. In some

w xdesigns such as Ford’s LSR hybrid 33 it is also called
upon to provide all of the power when the vehicle is
stopped and is starting up again, with the heat engine off.
This type of usage pattern requires a reasonably large
battery to provide at least a 5–10 mile all-electric driving
range, as in city traffic there may not be significant
charging opportunities from the heat engine.

The DOErPNGV Performance Goals specify a battery
having a Atotal available energyB of 0.3 kW h, with a rated
capacity of at least double to triple that implied. Given the
weight limit of 40 kg and the stated AminimumB pulse-
power requirements, the battery needs to provide specific

y1 Žpower levels of significantly less than 1 kW kg actu-
.ally, 750 for 10–18 s. Going to the AdesiredB Perfor-

mance Goals, the discharge power is still at ;1 kW kgy1,
but the regen called for is ;2–4 kW kgy1. From the 300
W h available energy and the weight and volume specifica-
tions, specific energy and energy density values of 7.5 W h
kgy1 and 9.4 W h ly1 are calculated — just for the
available energy. If the usable energy is one-half to one-
third of the total, values of 15–22.5 W h kgy1 and
18.8–28.2 W h ly1, respectively, result. These require-
ments are not stringent and all of the battery technologies
considered would be able to easily meet the energy goals.
The AdesiredB DOErPNGV Performance Goals would be
considerably more difficult to achieve for both specific
power and specific energy, as weight is reduced and
available energy is increased substantially. Given an esti-
mated full capacity of 1.5 kW h, the required specific
energy for the battery would be 42.9 W h kgy1. This is
achievable for a number of the battery technologies, even
VRLA and NiCd, but when the specific power requirement
of 2–4 kW kgy1 for charge acceptance is factored in only
the lithium technologies and, possibly, NiMH remain.
Similar calculations done for energy density show that the
AminimumB and AdesiredB levels can be met more easily,
as can those for power density.

It must be kept in mind that all of this must be done
while the battery stays within the 300–400 V operational
window. Inspection of the DOErINEEL PNGV Battery

w xTest Manual 22 reveals that the charge and discharge
efficiencies of the battery design will determine greatly
what total battery capacity is needed to provide the Atotal
available capacityB called out. The more stable the voltage
regulation of the battery on charge and discharge as a
function of SOC, the more efficient the design and the
greater will be the available energy fraction. Thus, a
technology like VRLA with a relatively poor specific
energy but excellent voltage stability may do very well in
an FR design due to its wide available SOC operating

window, which yields a relatively high Atotal available
energyB fraction. Conversely, a relatively large, heavy
Li-ion FR battery may be required due to a small SOC
operating window that results from poor voltage regula-
tion. This is achievable due to Li-ion’s high specific
energy, but size and cost may be excessive. Thus, energy
efficiency as a function of state of charge is an extremely
important design parameter, one that will impact directly

Ž .on the size and weight and, hence, the cost of the battery.
Ž .What is needed, then, for the current or AminimumB

power-assist, or FR, HEV configuration is a high-power
battery with rather ordinary specific-energy and energy-
density characteristics. Specialty VRLA, NiCd, NiMH and
Li-ion batteries may satisfy these requirements. Later, at
the AdesiredB levels both power and energy are increased
significantly, to levels that might only be met by Li-ion or
Li-polymer.

Whatever the chemistry, something like a 1.5–3.0 kW h
power-assist battery is likely to be needed in practice,
largely due to the need for all-electric stop-and-go city
driving. With the emphasis on power output and voltage
stability, it would be an ultra-thin-plate product with low
impedance and substantial current-path design to accom-
modate the high power demands. Clearly, a 3.0 kW h
battery would not meet the DOErPNGV weight and vol-
ume specifications but it would result in longer battery life
and greater vehicle efficiency, primarily due to its ability
to capture greater percentages of regen and allow the heat
engine to operate less of the time and more efficiently.

2.4.2. The dual-mode, or SR battery design
As noted in Section 2.1.3.1, this is a larger battery than

for the FR design. It is usually run in series with a
Žrelatively small heat engine about equal in power output

.to the battery , so it is in use much of the time. It would be
;1r5th to 1r3rd the size and weight of a standard EV
battery. It would be used to provide 25–30 miles of
all-electric driving range for use in ZEV zones and to
capture virtually all of the regen energy. It is in use more
of the time than a power-assist battery and it is worked
harder; it still needs significant power capabilities, but
from a design standpoint it is more energy-intensive.

The DOErPNGV Performance Goals call out an avail-
able energy of 3 kW h near-term and 3–8 kW h in the
future. This would correspond to total battery capacities of
6–9 kW h near-term and as much as 16–24 kW h in the
future. It is unclear in the DOErPNGV specifications

Ž .whether the allowable weight 65 kg is for the 3 kW h of
Aavailable energyBr6 kW h total energy or if one would
add 30 kg to the 65 for the 6 kW h of total energy. As the
available energy is 10 times that of the FR battery, it is
assumed that the allowable weight is 30q65s95 kg.
Similarly, the volume allowed would be 40q24s54 l,
both for the AminimumB values. Given these values, the 6
kW h battery would have specific energy and energy
density levels of 63.2 W h kgy1 and 111 W h ly1. The
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maximum specific power and power densities required for
regen uptake are 740 W kgy1 and 1,130 W ly1 for
near-term batteries — values close to those required in the
FR battery. In the AdesiredB battery, the required specific
power for regen would be on the order of 2 kW kgy1 and
for a total battery capacity of 6 kW h the specific energy
would be 120 W h kgy1. The only battery technology that
could achieve this would be a fully optimised Li-ion
product, with both high energy and power capabilities.

The near-term DOErPNGV Goals are more representa-
tive of a real-world HEV SR battery, at specific energy
and power levels of 63 W h kgy1 and 740 W kgy1,
respectively. In current designs, these goals could
marginally be met by NiMH and easily by Li-ion. How-
ever, given the poor low- and high-temperature perfor-
mance and cost of these chemistries their commercial
viability is clouded. For the low-cost VRLA technology,
the power capabilities are easily achievable, but the spe-
cific energy is not. A realistic VRLA SR battery would
have a total capacity of ;7.7 kW h and weigh ;154 kg
Ž y1 .at 50 W h kg , which is, admittedly, optimistic , with a
volume of 67 l. Taking the DOE guidelines for added
weight and volume above the baseline 3 kW h for the SR
battery, a 7.7 kW h package would have an allowable
weight of 109 kg and an allowable volume of 75.2 l
Ž .AminimumB goals . Such a battery would almost certainly
be the lowest-cost of any of the technologies and it would
probably be able to meet both the near- and long-term
discharge and regen power goals set out by DOE.

The DOErPNGV Performance Goals have been held
up to significant criticism in this paper, partly because they
do not appear to be self-consistent but also because they
stress small battery sizes for both the FR and SR products,
presumably to keep weight to a minimum. There is value
in this in that it acts as a powerful driver for improvements
in the various battery technologies, but it also excludes
some that are the most realistic near-term candidates in a
number of ways, namely VRLA and NiCd. Fortunately, a
large number of passenger vehicle manufacturers world-

w x Žwide are developing hybrids 33,34 unlike the case for
.EV development and several are now in limited produc-

tion. As is often the case, commercial pressures will
dictate which technologies succeed and which fail. It will
be interesting, indeed, to see which batteries are adopted
for large-scale production and how their power character-
istics compare to the DOErPNGV Goals.
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